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White paper pool party 

finance 

The Pool Party Ecosystem Finance is a 

DEX on the BSC network . But what is 

the concept of DEX? And why are they 

much safer than any broker? 

The answer is simple, they are managed 

through smart contracts created on a 

certain blockchain , through 

connections with users' wallets, the 

concept of which gained fame with 

decentralized finance ( DeFi ). 

Traditional exchanges are not 100% 

secure against hackers and other types 

of scams, for this reason, 

decentralized exchanges (DEX) work as a 

safer and less invasive alternative for 

those who want discretion and privacy, 

just like Dex . PoolPartyFinance , 

which in addition to PoolToken , can 

transact any other crypto with the 

lowest rates on the market, has Farms , 

Pools, Lottery, Syrups, NFT Games and a 

wide Casino. 
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Pool Party Finance is a community-

powered ecosystem that aims to give 

people control of their finances 

through its core public service 

offerings. 

- PoolParty Swap : a DEX based on 
an automated market making mechanism. a 

pool party finance is a decentralized 

platform and as such we always 

encourage the use of DEX. 

 

- PoolParty Automated Order : An 
AMM-based automated order engine that 

can be configured to automatically 

execute orders in queue order when they 

reach a predetermined execution price. 

Provides arbitrageurs with automated 

tools to improve the AMM pricing 

mechanism. 

 

- PoolParty smart Route : 
PoolParty 's intelligent inter-chain 

routing of orders allows automatic 

selection of multiple liquidity pools 

from the mainnet. Support for more 

pairs and less slippage. 
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- PoolParty Farm : is a great way to 
earn MSC in Pool Party Finance . Unlike 

Syrup Pools, Farms require you to wager 

two tokens to get LP Tokens, it's more 

complex. For a particular Farm on the 

platform, you need to enter the LP 

(Liquidity Provider) token specific to 

the token of the desired farm . After 

blocking funds and receiving LP tokens, 

you can farm them to yield more MSC. 

The strategy works as a double stake , 

or as a loan to leverage profits in 

case of a rise in the price of the LP 

token. FARM may give better rewards 

than staking , but has the risk of 

impermanent Loss ( impermanent loss ). 

It's not as scary as it sounds, but 

it's worth learning about what 

impermanent loss is and its risks.  

 

- PoolParty Staking / Syrups : 
Staking consists of keeping 

cryptocurrencies locked for a certain 

period of time on the network in 

exchange for a REMUNERATE PERCENTAGE 

(APR – Annual Percentage Rate). Here at 

Pool Party Finance you have the freedom 

to exit any Staking whenever you want . 

- Define gaming and lottery . 
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 The Lottery : It works from a random 

and proven algorithm provided by 

Chainlink , where the minimum bet is 

180 Pools and the draw takes place 

every 2 weeks, in which the winner 

takes 95% of the JackPot and 5% is for 

maintenance. 

The Defi game is under construction 

along with its metaverse . 

 

- Marketplace :  

• MARKETPLACE POOLPARTYFINANCE: 
Ability to Create NFTs on Binance 

Smart Chain with a royalty fee 

applied to all future sales 

• ability for users to create profiles 
and sell NFTs (their own profiles 

with historical data) 

• ability to send tips to 
designers/creators 

• ability to buy NFTs via BNB 

• ability to search for work by 
"title" 

• ability to search creator by "name" 
or "wallet address" 

• ability to follow artists and see a 
"followed" list on their profile  
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- Academy : An academic environment, 
with articles and videos that aim to 

teach all the pillars not only of DEFIS 

but of the entire cryptography 

universe. 

 

 

The experience of DEX users is still 

very different from that of CEX. Users 

who are familiar with traditional 

financial market trading or centralized 

digital currency exchange may have a 

learning curve when starting out using 

a decentralized exchange. 

The reliance of many current DeFi 

applications on Ethereum contracts has 

led to congestion on the Ethereum 

network , compounded by the lack of 

mature cross-chain support. However, 

other active networks have a strong 

motivation to participate in DeFi, 

which leads to the fragmentation of the 

DeFi market . Although DeFi has given 

rise to the rapid growth of – chain 

assets such as renBTC , WBTC, tBTC , 

etc. , only the most conventional 

assets offer cross-chain matching 

solutions. Because many digital assets 

cannot be mapped onto Ethereum there is 

a need for the formation of a unified 

and widely supported DeFi marketplace . 
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The solution proposed by PoolParty 

finance 

Offering a DeFi platform on the BSC 

network ( Binance Smart Chain), freeing 

users from the gas war of the Ethereum 

Network , will be a disruptive 

milestone in the DeFi world, in 

addition to the fact that the platform 

has three tokens, for three types of 

pool party investors finance the 

opportunity for other tokens to use it 

to generate revenue for their holders . 

Swap at the Pool Party Finance allows 

anyone to inject liquidity into the 

Pool Party Pool and make a profit. 

Trader supports fewer order types 

compared to the book model order. 

Automated order PoolParty provides the 

ability to enrich order types in the 

AMM engine, from limit orders to final 

orders, and even automated arbitrage 

based on them PoolParty Swap will 

determine the best pool of liquidity to 

use based more on the pairs the Trader 

is trading. trading and order sizes. 

In a second phase of PoolParty smart 

Route will enable orders via 

intelligent inter-chain routing with 

automatic selection of multiple 

liquidity pools from the main network. 

Between the exchange of on-chain assets 
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will be achieved through ancho ring the 

underlying assets of the main network 

on the BSC 

 

 

- Reflective Token – TOKEN POOL 

Reflection – Syrups Token 

POOL TOKEN is a governance token where 

20% of the initial revenue will be used 

to buy back and burn MSC$ and fund 

higher investment options, it is also a 

third generation token where 5% is used 

for liquidity and 5% for all 

transactions go back to the holders, 

automatically by smart contract , so 

the volume provides an ideal incentive 

to accelerate adoption and drive new 

use cases, allowing users to receive 

tokens within their own wallet. There's 

an anti - whale system where there's a 

maximum token transaction, so you can't 

have someone just dump your tokens at 

night. 

Its most notable features include 

reflection, acquiring LP Tokens, and 

burning. This token cannot be given as 

a reward, this is because it is 

deflationary with redistribution to 

holders . Based on each transaction, 

there is a tax. Redistribution comes 

from this tax and the same for 

liquidity. This automatic 
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redistribution can promote scarcity by 

reducing total supply. Together, the 

combination of these tokenomics can 

allow the token to increase in value. 

2.Reflected finance token . 

RFI static rewards, automated liquidity 

provisions and automatic token burning. 

2.1 POOL TOKEN has a liquidity 

generating mechanism. 

Here part of the liquidity can be taken 

as a function of the smart contract 

using the market activity of all swaps 

and transfers. A part of these 

exchanges and transfers will be 

captured by the smart contract and used 

with the function: “ SwapAndLiquify ”. 

For this to happen, the portion of the 

3% swap and transfer fee can be 

autonomously maintained in the pool 

within the contract itself and 

automatically converted into a 

liquidity pool. As the token matures, 

the self -liquidity can be attributed 

to increasing market stability capable 

of absorbing large market activity. 

2.2 Reflection 

POOL TOKEN implemented the concept of 

static rewards, also called 

reflections. This concept can help 

eliminate the danger of falling into a 
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liquidity-producing trap. Furthermore, 

the reflection mechanism encourages 

owners to hold onto their tokens. This 

is an effect of providing higher 

percentages of profits based on the 

number of tokens held. 

5% of all transactions go back to 

holders, automatically by smart 

contract . So the simple fact of owning 

the POOL TOKEN has high long-term value 

and rewards investors with significant 

profits. 

 

 

 

 

2.3 Transaction Fee 

Each new transaction is taxed at 10%, 

and this percentage is split into two 

different parts. Both parts consist of 

5%. From the first part, all existing 

holders receive an equal share of the 

5%. 

The other 5% is then split again into 

two equal parts, where 2.5% is sold to 

BNB, while the additional 2.5% is WBNB 

and then added as liquidity. 

3-POOL TOKEN Tokenomic 
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The project was launched with a total 

supply of 30,000,000 tokens, where 

20,000,000 were placed in pre-sale and 

10,000,000 placed in a DEV wallet, 

where after the pre -sale sale it will 

be divided into : 

 

3,000,000 Marketing Portfolio 

2,500,000 Development portfolio 

1,000,000 DEV Portfolio 1 

1,000,000 DEV Portfolio 2 

1,500,000 Programming Portfolio 

1,000,000 Administrative portfolio 

 

4-POOL TOKEN Investments 

4.1 - Retaining the POOL TOKEN itself 

generates income. 5% of all 

transactions go back to the holders in 

proportion to the amount of tokens. 

4.2 - Staking on the source platform 

(Pool party Finance ), or on other 

platforms. 

4.3 – Profitable Syrups , where POOL 

TOKEN is deposited to receive other 

cryptocurrencies. 
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4.4 – Farms , where the POOL TOKEN 

belongs to the LP token in question, 

not just on the Pool Party origin 

platform Finance but also on other 

platforms. 

4.5 – Trade of the POOL TOKEN itself. 

 

  

 

 

 

Investing in Syrups for Pool Party 

Optimization finance , making it more 

attractive, will also be financed by 

part of the POOL TOKEN collection. 

6 - Pre - sale collection 

For Sale = 20,000,000 POOL 

Min Cap = 100 WBNB / 100% (min cap) 

Max Cap = 1,500 WBNB / 1500% (max cap) 

Minimum Contribution = 0.1 WBNB 

 

20% - buyback and burn MSC / Liquidity 

20% - team ( programmers, developers) 
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40% - development of the pool party 

platform finance 

20% - marketing 

 

 

 

 

 

Pool can be purchased at any DEX, 

starting from the contract; 

-Contract: 

0x30f11795b21b5efc1a2ded78d04574d0e3644

2bd 

Based on each transaction, there is a 

tax. Redistribution comes from this tax 

and the same for liquidity. This 

automatic redistribution can promote 

scarcity, reducing the total supply, 

being 10% slippage with Pool Token, 

where 5% is distributed to Holders and 

5% is added as liquidity. 
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-TOKEN CUNHAVÉL – MSC 

passive income token 

Through MSC ( music coin ) you can earn 

extra income with passive income 

through farms , syrups and stake . 

be purchased on any DEX, starting from 

the contract; 

-Contract: 

0x9c9ac8b098a7d47ed1834599ce2dc29cb9410

3e9 

There is no fixed maximum mint of MSC 

tokens, which allows the supply to 

fluctuate as needed, making it 

inflationary. While there is no cap, 

there is a block-controlled issuance 

mechanism and regular quarterly token 

burning, which allows to reduce token 

price inflation. 

 

MSC is a token that seeks to stimulate 

liquidity on DEX. If such a token did 

not exist, there would be no incentive 

for users to add liquidity. 

 

 

-ZAV Token – DEFI game/ metaverse 

token 
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Third generation token, ZAV will be the 

payment token for DEFI GAME. 

Fixed supply of 40 million tokens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Social networks and media: 

Official youtube channel 

https://youtube.com/channel/UCigOEzZwLQ

ZiexOBCyGjrFw 

DISCORD 

https://discord.com/invite/vAkPyaekm4 

TELEGRAM 

https://t.me/pooltokenpool 

 

https://t.me/pooltokenpool

